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Abstract—Symbiotic communication (SC), exploiting the anal-
ogy of biological ecosystem to establish communication device
ecosystems, can enable cooperative service/resource exchanges
across heterogeneous devices thus realizing the complementarity
among different communication resources. However, considering
unstable wireless links, high network dynamics, and complex
electromagnetic interference in such an ecosystem, it is difficult
to perform service/resource exchanges without securing a trusted
environment. Moreover, multi-dimensional service/resource ex-
change demanded by massive symbiotic devices (SDs) in the
ecosystems exposes additional challenges for exchange decision-
making. To deal with the above difficulties, in this paper,
we propose a blockchain-empowered intelligent coevolution for
symbiotic devices (BIO-SD). Specifically, to guarantee the trust-
worthiness of service/resource exchange and resist malicious at-
tacks, a direct acyclic graph (DAG)-based blockchain architecture
is applied to the BIO-SD scheme. Furthermore, a modified multi-
agent deep deterministic policy gradient (MADDPG) approach
is adopted to make service/resource exchange decisions under
this trusted environment. The simulation results show that
the proposed BIO-SD scheme outperforms some conventional
solutions in terms of transmission rate and transmission latency
under both non-attack and malicious attack scenarios.

Index Terms—Symbiotic device, Blockchain, Intelligent re-
source management.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE proliferation of wireless applications has led to a rapid
expansion in the number and variety of communication de-
vices, whereas the growing complexity of electromagnetic
space poses challenges to accommodate massive heteroge-
neous devices with limited resources. Symbiotic commu-
nication (SC), an innovative concept inspired by biology,
views the communication network as an ecosystem where
multi-dimensional resources like spectrum, time, energy, and
computing power are rationally managed via service/resource
exchanges [2]. In this ecosystem, symbiotic devices (SDs) can
perform coevolution, i.e., cooperatively optimizing individual
service/resource exchange policies in evolutionary cycles to
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establish firm symbiotic relationships with others. Since the
service/resource boundary of devices is broken by forming
symbiotic relationships, different resource bottlenecks for in-
dividual SDs can complement each other, thus improving the
overall resource utilization.

However, in the absence of a trusted service/resource ex-
change environment, SDs are unable to fully accomplish
cooperation and form firm symbiotic relationships. The SDs
in the ecosystem normally belong to different network op-
erators/radio systems without effective consensus [3], which
brings difficulties in building a trusted environment for ser-
vice/resource exchanges. Furthermore, even in an optimistic
case of the non-attack wireless network, unreliable information
exchanges can be prevalent due to unstable wireless links, high
network dynamics, and complicated electromagnetic interfer-
ence [4]. These unreliable information exchanges further de-
grade the trust among SDs when performing service/resource
exchanges.

Meanwhile, even though a trusted service/resource exchange
environment is secured, intelligent decision-making policies
are necessitated for guiding SDs to perform rational ser-
vice/resource exchanges. Given the fact that a symbiotic
ecosystem may involve massive SDs with diverse design
objectives in terms of latency, throughput, and reliability, it
is challenging to utilize service/resource exchanges to achieve
the collective objective of all SDs while balancing individual
SDs’ requirements [5]. Additionally, a symbiotic relationship
is typically established on the basis of multiple types of ser-
vices and resources, which may necessitate SDs to exchange
multi-dimensional services/resources [2]. As a result, the
intelligent service/resource exchange decision-making model
should become more complicated.

Intuitively, interplaying blockchain and deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) can overcome the aforementioned challenges,
in which blockchain secures a trusted exchange environment
and DRL makes the intelligent exchange policy [6]–[8].
Blockchain, serving as a decentralized, tamper-proof digital
transaction ledger, harnesses the power of smart contracts
and encryption to ensure the secure and automated execution
of service/resource exchanges that are both traceable and
transparent [9]. Through transaction verification, only vali-
dated service exchanges are recorded, bolstering resilience
against malicious attacks and establishing robust symbiotic
relationships. Meanwhile, a DRL model can be utilized to
efficiently decide the optimal service/resource exchange for
SDs [10]. With powerful neural networks, DRL can process
multi-dimensional and multi-variety data generated from sev-
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eral SDs, and decide coevolution with diverse service/resource
exchanges [11]–[13].

In this paper, we propose a blockchain-empowered
intelligent coevolution for symbiotic devices (BIO-SD), which
exploits direct acyclic graphs (DAG) blockchain architecture
in the modified multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient
(MADDPG)-enabled SD network. Simulation results demon-
strate the robustness and effectiveness of our proposed BIO-SD
under both non-attack and malicious attack scenarios, and ver-
ify the performance gain of our BIO-SD scheme by comparing
it with other DRL-based resource management schemes. Here,
the main contributions of our study are summarized:

• Regarding the incomplete observation sharing among
SDs with different network operators/radio systems, we
formulate the multi-agent symbiotic resource manage-
ment problem as a shared parameters partial observable
Markov decision process (SP-POMDP).

• Considering the requirement of high transaction through-
put with a low computing energy consumption in coevo-
lution, we exploit a DAG-based blockchain in BIO-SD to
secure a trusted environment and facilitate SDs to form
symbiotic relationships.

• We develop the modified MADDPG-based decision-
making method that allows SDs to cooperatively maintain
individual policies and make mutually beneficial deci-
sions for all SDs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system model of a symbiotic wireless network
and followed by problem formulation and BIO-SD framework
in Section III. Then, we illustrate the two components of BIO-
SD, DAG-based blockchain and modified MADDPG decision-
making policy in Sections IV and V, respectively. Section VI
describes the workflow of BIO-SD scheme. Then, we evaluate
the performance gain of BIO-SD by simulations in section VII.
Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL OF SYMBIOTIC NETWORK

In this section, we provide a brief introduction to SC and the
SD ecosystem before delving into the obligate and facultative
symbiotic relationships between SDs. Then, we present the
system model of a symbiotic network.

A. Preliminary: Symbiotic Device Ecosystem and Symbiotic
Coevolution

Symbiotic communication is initially introduced as a con-
cept inspired by mutualism spectrum sharing and reflection
surfaces in the context of backscattering communication.
Borrowing this idea, our proposed symbiotic ecosystem is
expanded upon the conventional backscattering-based SC in
terms of participated devices and service/resource exchanges.
In our interpretation of SC, as analogous to diverse species
that collectively form a communication device ecosystem,
relaying devices like reflection surfaces and network access
points such as base stations can all be deemed as SDs
[8]. Analogous to organisms of a biological ecosystem that
consume various resources, including food, light, etc., SDs in
a device ecosystem consume communication resources such as

spectrum, time, and energy. While species accomplish specific
tasks like protection, feeding, etc., according to instinct, SDs
can exchange services such as relaying and computing [2].
Similar to biological symbiosis, a typical win-win symbiotic
relationship, i.e., mutualism, can be formed in such a device
ecosystem, where all the participated SDs can benefit via
efficiently managing resources.

Specifically, the mutualism symbiotic relationships can be
classified into facultative relationships and obligate relation-
ships [2]. In this work, the facultative relationship is that SDs
cooperate to better provide service for UEs, although each
SD is able to work as an independent server. Meanwhile, an
obligatory relationship is a cooperation situation in which an
SD cannot offer service without the assistance of other SDs.
As shown in Fig. 1, there are multiple SDs from different
network operators/radio systems. Either SD 1 or SD 2 can
independently provide network access services, but SD 2 takes
over UE 1’s service request from SD 1 to provide a better
service quality. This relationship is similar to the shark and
remora relationship, in which both shark and remora can
survive independently, but acquire cleaning service and food
from cooperation, respectively. In Fig. 1, SD 3 cannot provide
network access service for UE 2 without the support of SD
4, analogous to the mutualism relationship between figs and
fig-wasps, in which fig-wasps help pollinate figs while getting
necessary survival environment from figs.

SD 1 SD 2

SD 3

Service Provider A Service Provider  B Service Provider  C

Network A

Relaying

Network B

Obligate  
Relationship

SD 4

Facultative  
Relationship

Transfering

Obligate Relationship 

Pollination

Nursery Facultative Relationship 

FoodCleanning

UE 1

UE 2

Fig. 1: System model of the symbiotic network.

Based on the benefits of symbiotic relationships, SDs, like
species, are capable of stepping towards achieving coevolution.
Symbiotic coevolution, in which SDs are orchestrated in a
cooperative manner for service/resource exchanges, is the key
to intelligent resource management in an SD ecosystem.

B. Symbiotic Network Model
We consider a symbiotic network composed of multiple SDs
K = {1, 2, ...,K} and UEs U = {1, 2, ..., U}, where the SDs
are with different network operators/radio systems, as shown
in Fig. 1. We assume UEs are associated with the nearest SD
to get access service.

To achieve symbiotic coevolution, when a UE cannot get the
required network access services from the current associated
SD, other SDs can cooperate to provide the required services
via two modes as below:
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1) Transferring service: If one SD cannot provide satisfied
services for UEs, it transfers the access requests to a
neighbor SD (such as SD 1 and SD 2 in Fig. 1). From the
perspective of a symbiotic ecosystem, SDs will establish a
facultative relationship through service transfers, in which
the two SDs can independently provide network access
service for UEs but prefer cooperating to provide better
service.

2) Relaying service: When UEs cannot directly access the
required SD, another SD acts as a relay to bridge the UEs
and their desired SD (like SD 3 and SD 4 in Fig. 1). For
example, a drone could act as a relay for the link between
a terrestrial UE and a satellite. In symbiotic coevolution,
relaying services can lead to an obligate relationship where
an SD can only provide service with the help of another
SD.

To achieve symbiotic coevolution and cooperatively pro-
vide appropriate services for UEs, multi-hop links among
SDs are considered. Meanwhile, transmission rate and la-
tency are used as the two service performance metrics. The
transmission rate of this link is represented as Wi,m =
Bi,m · log2 (1 + SINRi,m), where Bi,j denotes the bandwidth
allocated by SD i to receiver m, and SINRi,m is the signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the link from SD i
to receiver m. 1

For latency, basically, we assume the latency is composed
of two parts, propagation delay LP

i,m and transmission delay
LT
i,m, i.e., Li,m = LP

i,m + LT
i,m. We consider propagation

delay because the symbiotic network might involve SDs within
a large-scale network, e.g., the SDs from satellite networks.
We denote di,m as the communication distance between SD
i and a receiver m. The propagation delay is denoted as
LP
i,m =

di,m

ν , and ν denotes the speed of light. Meanwhile,
the transmission delay is LT

i,m = cu
Wi,m

, where cu denotes the
data size requested by UE u. Since multi-hop links might exist,
when SD j acts as a relay to bridge the UE u and its desired
SD i, the latency of UE u accessing network service from SD
i is Li,u = Li,j + Lj,u.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND BIO-SD FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first elaborate on the problem formulation
of the service exchange in the symbiotic network. Then, we
outline the framework of the proposed BIO-SD scheme.

A. Problem Formulation

Due to the limited resources available for data sharing (such
as state, and action) among SDs in the network, and consid-
ering that SDs are primarily influenced by other SDs within
their coverage, assuming a cooperative network environment
with incomplete data sharing among partial SDs is reasonable.
Therefore, we formulate the multi-agent service exchange
problem as an SP-POMDP problem. In this problem, we
orchestrate multiple SDs in a cooperative manner to rationally
manage resources, thus providing UEs with satisfied services
in accordance with diversified requirements. The action, state,

1Either another SD or a UE can be the receiver.

reward, and objective function of this problem are defined as
follows.

Action: In this multi-agent symbiotic network, each SD acts
as an agent. In this work, we optimize the spectrum resource
management among SDs via service exchanges (i.e., SD
coevolution), while the resource allocation to UEs is decided
by a heuristic policy (prioritize resources for UEs with low
demand). Therefore, we denote ati =

(
ati,1, a

t
i,2, · · · , ati,K

)
as

the action of SD i at time t, where ati,j ∈ [0, 1] denotes
the percentage of consumed bandwidth when SD i offers
relaying or transferring service for SD j. The decision to
offer either a relaying service or a transferring service to UEs
is predetermined based on the functional characteristics of
different SDs.

State: In our SP-POMDP problem, SDs can share obser-
vations with other SDs to achieve coevolution. The state
is denoted as sti =

(
Bt

i,H
t
i,W̄

t
i , L̄

t
i

)
. Specifically, Bt

i =(
bti,1, b

t
i,2, · · · , bti,K

)
represents the set of average bandwidth

provided by SD i for other SDs in the last certain time
slots. Meanwhile, Ht

i =
(
hti,1, h

t
i,2, · · · , hti,K

)
is denoted

as the average probability of that SD i exchanges service
with other SDs in the nearest certain time slots. Moreover,
W̄t

i = (w̄t
1, w̄

t
2, · · · , w̄t

K) and L̄t
i =

(
l̄t1, l̄

t
2, · · · , l̄tK

)
are

the average transmission rate requirements and the average
network latency requirements received by SDs K, respectively.

Reward: Since one common total reward cannot clearly re-
flect the performance of every SD in this SP-POMDP problem,
we allow each SD to separately calculate the individual reward
using the same reward function [14]. To evaluate the service
quality in terms of transmission rate and latency, we introduce
the utility functions RW

u and RL
u . These functions consider

the transmission rate requirement [W̌u, Ŵu] and the latency
requirement [Ľu, L̂u], respectively.

RW
u =


1, Wi,u > Ŵu,
Wi,u−W̌u

Ŵu−W̌u
, W̌u < Wi,u < Ŵu,

0, otherwise.

(1)

RL
u =


1, Li,u < Ľu,
L̂u−Li,u

L̂u−Ľu
, Ľu < Li,u < L̂u,

0, otherwise.

(2)

In this work, to achieve coevolution, we make SDs cooperate
to provide diverse services to UEs with different requirements,
thus the reward is set as

Ri =
1

Ui

Ui∑
u=1

pi,uλ
W
u RW

u +
1

Ui

Ui∑
u=1

pi,uλ
L
uR

L
u , (3)

where pi,u is the probability that SD i provides network
access service to UE u via either transferring service, relaying
service, or direct access. Furthermore, λWu and λLu represent
two weights related to UEs’ requirements on the transmission
rate and latency, and λWu + λLu = 1.

Objective Function: Based on the aim of rationally exchang-
ing services to achieve intelligent resource management during
symbiotic coevolution, we design our objective function of this
SP-POMADP problem as

maximize
u∈U

λWu RW
u + λLuR

L
u . (4)
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Fig. 2: Blockchain-empowered intelligent coevolution for SD.

Therefore, SDs need to decide the optimal symbiotic service
exchange actions that can cooperatively fulfill all UEs’ service
requirements.

B. Framework of BIO-SD
To solve the aforementioned SP-POMDP, we propose a

BIO-SD scheme as shown in Fig 2. Through the integration
of blockchain into this framework, the states and service
exchange policies of SDs can be shared in an immutable,
transparent, and secure manner, facilitated by smart contracts,
encryption, and transaction verification. Therefore, our BIO-
SD architecture is capable of preventing malicious attacks,
identifying malicious devices, and finally establishing a trusted
service exchange environment. Meanwhile, with the prereq-
uisite of a trusted environment, DRL in Fig. 2 is applied
to guide SDs in cooperative learning policy and effectively
make decisions according to local environments. With the
intelligent service exchange decisions of BIO-SD, SDs can
establish firm symbiotic relationships with appropriate neigh-
bors. In this way, the resource bottlenecks of different SDs can
complement each other, thus improving the quality of service
provided to UEs. The details of BIO-SD will be elaborated
in Sections IV and V for the functionality of blockchain and
DRL respectively.

IV. DAG-BASED BLOCKCHAIN FOR SYMBIOTIC NETWORK

In our BIO-SD scheme, considering the features of sym-
biotic networks including low computing capability, limited
energy, and unaffordability of high latency, we come up
with a dedicated DAG-based blockchain to secure the trusted
coevolution environment with a fast consensus process. Since
DAG-based blockchain does not involve complicated hash
calculation, SDs can effectively execute consensus and verify
transactions with less computational and energy resources
[15]. Additionally, the consensus execution duration can be
reduced, because the DAG-based blockchain allows multiple
transactions to be broadcasted, verified, and recorded simul-
taneously in an asynchronous manner. Furthermore, as a par-
tially centralized consensus that does not require the election

of leader nodes and has good scalability, the DAG-based
blockchain is ideal for highly dynamic symbiotic networks.
In this section, to utilize the DAG-based blockchain, four key
processes of the proposed blockchain are presented in more
detail.

A. Encryption and Cryptographic Technology

In order to resist potential attacks, we apply cryptographic
technology to our proposed DAG-based blockchain. A public
key and a private key should be exploited for encryption,
where each SD holds the private key (e.g., a randomly gener-
ated sequence) to compute the corresponding public key. The
public key is transparent among SDs and can be disclosed to
all nodes without any risk, while the private key is merely
owned by an individual SD. When an SD wants to apply for
symbiotic service exchange with another SD, it selects the
public key of the cooperator SD [16].

B. Smart Contract

In our scheme, SDs can exchange services according to
their decision-making results via a smart contract. The smart
contract, as a public agreement, directly sends the bandwidth
usage of service exchanges to SDs. Then, the balances of
SDs’ accounts are autonomously updated as per symbiotic
service exchanges without third-party involvement, which en-
sures all the service exchanges are traceable, transparent, and
irreversible.

C. Transaction Verification

The consensus process of the proposed DAG-based
blockchain is shown in Fig. 3. In the proposed DAG-based
blockchain, there are four types of transactions: tips (newly
published transactions), unconfirmed transactions (newly val-
idated transactions without adequate trustworthiness weights),
fully confirmed transactions (transactions with adequate trust-
worthiness weights), and invalid transactions (old transactions
with low trustworthiness weights) [15]. For transaction verifi-
cation, the first several transactions, i.e., genesis transactions,
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are broadcasted as tips by using the gossip algorithm [17].
Upon verifier SDs receiving the tip τ , these verifiers check
the validity of the signature and validate the service exchange
within tip τ . When the verifier SDs issue other tips, the tip τ
will be referred to if this tip is correct. Otherwise, the trans-
action will be rejected. Since complicated hash calculations
are not involved, SDs can effectively verify service exchange
records with fewer computational and energy resources. To
avoid fake service exchange records, SDs are not permitted
to validate their own service exchange records. Moreover,
before an SD broadcasts its own tips (except Genesis tips),
it ought to verify at least a certain number of transactions. We
define a trustworthiness weight to determine the validity of
transactions, i.e.,

στ =

Eτ∑
κ=1

ψκ,τσκ,τ (1− e−φκ,i), (5)

where {1, 2, ..., Eτ} represents a set of tips approving trans-
action τ directly, and σκ,τ denotes the issued trustworthiness
weight for transaction τ when broadcasting transaction κ. The
more computing power consumed by tip κ’s publisher SD in
verifying transaction τ , the greater the transaction weight σκ,τ
is. Moreover, ψκ,τ is an indicator, if transaction τ is verified
as correct, ψκ,τ = 1; otherwise, ψκ,τ = −1. We denote φκ,i

as a discount factor, which is the credibility of transaction
κ’s publisher SD i. The discount factor is proportional to the
cumulative weight σC

i of SD i. (The cumulative weight is de-
tailed further in the final part of this section.) An unconfirmed
transaction can be approved as a fully confirmed transaction
only after the trustworthiness weight στ is greater than a
threshold σ̂, as shown in Fig. 3. According to the heaviest
chain rule [18], the chain with the heaviest sum weight of
transactions will become the final valid chain.

In addition, to prevent lazy and malicious SDs from only
validating old confirmed transactions with fake contributions,
we use a transaction score to motivate SDs to verify new tips
or unconfirmed transactions [18]. The transaction τ ’s score σS

τ

is the total trustworthiness weight of all transactions that are
directly or indirectly approved by transaction τ

σS
τ =

Fτ∑
κ=1

σκ, (6)

where {1, 2, ..., Fτ} represents the set of transactions approved
by transaction τ , and σκ denotes the transaction κ’s trust-
worthiness weight. Therefore, new transactions, i.e., tips and
unconfirmed transactions, tend to have a higher score, and SDs
can verify them as a priority.

In this way, the proposed DAG-based blockchain can offer
enough protection against fault service exchange records gen-
erated by malicious SDs. We give the following proposition
for quantifying malicious SD tolerance.

Proposition 1. Assuming that malicious SDs are deliberate
in providing fault validation results or not responding to
transaction validation, then the maximum number of tips
issued by malicious SDs that can be tolerated for the proposed
DAG-based blockchain should satisfy

EF <
ER

2
− 1, (7)

where ER and EF denote the number of tips issued by trusted
SDs and malicious SDs, respectively.

Proof: Under the worst circumstance, assuming all EF

tips issued by malicious SDs refer to transaction τ with the
incorrect opposite weight. Meanwhile, the ER tips issued by
trusted SDs are divided into two parts: the EF trusted tips
do not refer to the transaction τ and the remaining ER −EF

trusted tips refer to transaction τ with correct results. Since
the σ̂ is the threshold for validating the trustworthiness of
transactions, according to (5), we have

ER−EF∑
κ=1

σκ,τ (1− e−φκ,i)−
EF∑
κ=1

σκ,τ (1− e−φκ,i) > σ̂. (8)

Moreover, if malicious SDs cannot be detected, the credibility
of malicious SDs tends to be the same as trusted SDs.
Therefore, the average weight of transactions τ issued by
the malicious SDs is on par with that of the trusted SDs,
so we let σ̄ represent the average weight issued by either
trusted SDs or malicious SDs for transaction τ . Thus, we
have (ER −EF )σ̄κ −EF σ̄κ > σ̂, i.e., EF < 1

2

(
ER − σ̂

σ̄κ

)
.

To ensure the trustworthiness of DAG-based blockchain, we
assume a transaction needs to be validated by at least other 2
transactions, i.e., σ̂

σ̄κ
> 2, thus EF < ER

2 − 1.

D. Creditable Symbiotic Cooperator Selection

A cumulative weight σC
i is adopted as the sum weight of

all fully confirmed transactions Ti of SD i,

σC
i =

Ti∑
τ=1

στ . (9)

A higher cumulative weight indicates that an SD participated
in a larger number of trusted service exchanges. Therefore,
the cumulative weight of SD can be used to evaluate the
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trustworthiness and activeness of different SDs, as well as
guide SDs to form stable and efficient symbiotic relationships
with creditable neighbors. Moreover, malicious SDs with low
cumulative weight can be excluded from coevolution in the
symbiotic network.

V. MADDPG-BASED SYMBIOTIC SERVICE EXCHANGE
POLICY

Considering the formulated SP-POMDP which has the
features of large state space, continuous action space, and
unobservable partial cooperator information, we borrow the
idea of [19] to propose a modified MADDPG. In the proposed
modified MADDPG, each SD maintains a local DDPG model
that can distributively process multi-variety states to make
high-dimensional action decisions, while a cooperative training
method helps multiple SDs to learn the policies of other
cooperators and avoid policy conflicts.

A. Structure of Local Model

Let us start with the structure of locally maintained model
for individual SD in the modified MADDPG scheme. The
DDPG models are applied to deal with the large state space
and decide continuous actions for SDs. For an SD, its local
DDPG model includes four networks: 1) the actor-network,
2) the critic-network, 3) the target critic-network, and 4)
the target actor-network [20]. We denote all the parameters
of an actor-network, a critic-network, a target actor-network,
and a target critic-network of SD i as θµi , θQi , θ̄i

µ, and
θ̄i

Q, respectively. The critic-network is trained to estimate
the Q-value Q

(
s,a|θQ

)
according to the input of action and

state. Meanwhile, the actor-network is trained to generate a
deterministic policy µ (s|θµ) to decide the action with the
maximum Q-value in the critic-network. Since both the actor-
network and the critic-network being updated are also used
in calculating the Q-value, this can potentially lead to train-
ing instabilities for highly nonlinear function approximations,
i.e., neural networks. To solve that, the target actor-network
µ̄ (s|θµ̄) and target critic-network Q̄

(
s,a|θQ̄

)
are created

as time-delayed copies of their original networks. As these
target networks slowly track the respective learned networks,
it greatly improves stability in learning [20].

B. Cooperative Model Training in Modified MADDPG

The rationale behind our modified MADDPG is that, if an
SD knows all the actions made by its symbiotic cooperators,
the environment is relatively stationary even the policies
change. Since the actions of other SDs are exploited in
cooperative critic training, an SD can learn the approximate
policies of its symbiotic cooperators and effectively utilize
them in its own policy learning procedure. In this way, the
modified MADDPG models can reduce policy conflicts, guide
SDs to establish firm symbiotic relationships, and efficiently
make symbiotic service decisions.

In this modified MADDPG, the action at
i = µi(s

t
i) + N

is first decided by SD i’s individual policy µi, where sti
is SD i’s individual state, and N is the sampled noise for

Algorithm 1 Training of Modified Multi-agent Deep Deter-
ministic Policy Gradient for SDs Ki

1: Initialize the parameter of SD policies µi, i ∈ Ki, the
discount rate γ, the minibatch size nb, the replay buffer
Di of SD i.

2: for episode=1 to M do
3: Initialize a random process N for action exploration.
4: Receive initial state s̃i = {s1, s2, · · · , sKi} for every

SD.
5: for time t=1 to max-episode-length do
6: Execute SDs’ actions at1,a

t
2, · · · ,atKi

, start symbi-
otic service exchange.

7: for SD i=1 to Ki do
8: Calculate reward rti , observe new individual state

sti.
9: Share observed information such as reward and

state.
10: end for
11: for SD i=1 to Ki do
12: Store

(
s̃ti,a

t
1, · · · ,atKi

, rt1, · · · , rtKi
, s̃t+1

i

)
in re-

play buffer Di.
13: Simple a random minibatch of nb samples(

s̃mi ,a
m
1 , · · · ,amKi

, rm1 , · · · , rmKi
, s̃m+1

i

)
from Di.

14: Set ym = rmi +
γQ̄µ̄

i (̃s
m+1
i ,am+1

1 , · · · ,am+1
Ki

)|am+1
j =µ̄j(smj ).

15: Update critic-network by minimizing
the loss Loss(θQi ) =
1
nb

∑nb

m=1

[
Qµ

i

(
s̃mi ,a

m
1 , · · · ,amKi

)
− ym

]2
.

16: Update actor-network using the sam-
pled policy gradient ∇θµ

i
J ≈

1
nb

∑nb

m=1

[
∇θµ

i
µi(s

m
i |ami )∇ai

Qµ
i (̃s

m
i ,a

m
1 ,· · ·,amKi

)
]
.

17: end for
18: Update Target network of each SD i: θ̄i

Q ← αθQi +

(1− α)θ̄i
Q, θ̄i

µ ← αθµi + (1− α)θ̄i
µ.

19: end for
20: end for

action exploration. Let Ki denote SD i together with its
symbiotic cooperators. Once the actions are decided, SDs
Ki will start the symbiotic service exchange. After that,
the reward and next state of every SD will be generated.
Different from the original DDPG, the replay buffer of an
SD in the modified MADDPG includes the additional training
information (i.e., policy, state, action, and reward) of its
symbiotic cooperators. We denote the joint state at time t
of Ki as s̃ti = (st1, · · · , stKi

). Then, the cooperative training
information tuple

(
s̃ti,a

t
1, · · · ,atK , rt1, · · · , rtKi

, s̃t+1
i

)
of the

modified MADDPG is stored into the replay buffer Di of SD
i.

When sampling policies, the SDs refer to the cumula-
tive weights of others, thus ensuring the selected policies
are creditable. The joint policy of Ki is denoted as µi =
{µ1, · · · , µKi}, while µ̄i = {µ̄1, · · · , µ̄Ki} is the joint target
policy. Since the local model of SD i is cooperatively trained
by using the sample

(
s̃mi ,a

m
1 , · · · ,amKi

, rm1 , · · · , rmKi
, s̃m+1

i

)
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from buffer Di, the action-value function Qµ
i is updated as

Loss(θQi ) =

Es̃m,am,rm ,̃sm+1

[
(Qµ

i (̃si,a1, · · · ,aKi
)− ym)2

]
,

(10)

where
ym =

rmi + γQ̄µ
i (̃s

m+1
i ,am+1

1 , · · · ,am+1
Ki

)|am+1
j =µ̄j(smj ).

(11)

Q̄µ
i is the target Q-value calculated in SD i’s target critic-

network by using output actions of all cooperator SDs’ target
actor networks, and γ is a discount factor. The actor is updated
by using the sampled policy gradient

∇θµ
i
J = Es̃,a∼Di

[
∇θµ

i
µi(s

m
i |ami )

∇aiQ
µ
i

(
s̃mi ,a

m
1 ,· · ·,amKi

)
|ai=µi(smi )

]
.

(12)

The weights of the two target networks are updated by having
them slowly track the learned actor-critic networks with a
small learning rate α≪ 1, shown as follows

θ̄i
Q ← αθQi + (1− α)θ̄i

Q
, (13)

θ̄i
µ ← αθµi + (1− α)θ̄i

µ
. (14)

We present the full process of the modified MADDPG in
Algorithm. 1.

C. Distributed Action Decision in the Modified MADDPG

After cooperative model training, with all local models pre-
trained, efficient service exchange decisions are made in a
real-time manner without performing the intensive computing
process. The SDs can distributively decide the optimal actions
according to the state-action values of their individual local
networks. Under the blockchain-secured trusted environment,
as malicious SDs are prevented from participating in service
exchange, only trusted SDs take the optimal actions according
to their individual local models. Therefore, the local state-
action value Qµ

i (s
t
i,a

t
i) of SD i can be interpreted as the

contribution to the joint state-action value of the whole sym-
biotic network Qµ (̃st, {at1, · · · ,atK}) [21]. The joint state-
action value is a monotonically increasing function of each
local state-action value. Therefore, we propose the following
proposition for the optimal global action decision.

Proposition 2. The global optimal service exchange of the
symbiotic network can be achieved by individually deciding
the local optimal actions of the trusted SDs in the proposed
BIO-SD scheme, i.e.,

Qµ

(
s̃t, argmax

at
1∈A1

Qµ
1

(
st1,a

t
1

)
,· · ·,argmax

at
K∈AK

Qµ
K

(
stK ,a

t
K

))
=

Qµ
(
s̃t, {ȧt1, · · · , ȧtK}

)
.

(15)

Proof: Assume {ȧt1, · · · , ȧtK} is the optimal joint action
under the joint state s̃t. For all the possible joint action
{at1, · · · ,atK},∀ati ∈ At

i, we have

Qµ
(
s̃t, {ȧt1, · · · , ȧtK}

)
≥ Qµ

(
s̃t, {at1, · · · ,atK}

)
. (16)

In our BIO-SD scheme, only trusted SDs approved by the
proposed DAG-based blockchain can participate in coevolu-
tion. Therefore, each local state-action value of a trusted SD
contributes to the joint state-action value, thus we have

∂Qµ (̃st, {at1, · · · ,atK})
∂Qµ

i (s
t
i,a

t
i)

≥ 0. (17)

On the other hand,

Qµ
(
s̃t, {ȧt1, · · · , ȧtK}

)
=

f
(
Qµ

1

(
st1,a

t
1

)
, · · · , Qµ

K

(
stK ,a

t
K

))
≤

f
(
Qµ

1

(
st1,a

t
1

)
, · · · , Qµ

i

(
sti, ȧ

t
i

)
, · · · , Qµ

K

(
stK ,a

t
K

))
= Qµ

(
s̃t,at1, · · · ,ati−1, ȧ

t
i,a

t
i+1, · · · ,atK

)
,

(18)

where ȧti = argmaxat
i∈At

i
Qµ

i (s
t
i,a

t
i). Then, the equation (18)

is transformed as follows

Qµ
(
s̃t,at1, · · · ,ati−1, ȧ

t
i,a

t
i+1, · · · ,atK

)
≤

Qµ

(
s̃t, argmax

at
1∈At

1

Qµ
1

(
st1,a

t
1

)
, · · · , argmax

at
i∈At

i

Qµ
i

(
sti,a

t
i

)
,

· · · , argmax
at
K∈At

K

Qµ
K

(
stK ,a

t
K

))
.

(19)

According to (16) and (19), we prove Proposition 2.
The Proposition 2 leads to the following corollary.

Corollary 1. The optimal actions made by SDs in our pro-
posed BIO-SD scheme outperform the actions made by SDs
from an unsecured network, i.e.,

Qµ

(
s̃t, argmax

at
1∈A1

Qµ
1

(
st1,a

t
1

)
, · · · , argmax

at
K∈AK

Qµ
K

(
stK ,a

t
K

))
>

Qµ

(
s̃t, argmax

at
1∈A1

Qµ
1

(
st1,a

t
1

)
, · · · , argmax

at
κ∈Aκ

Qµ
κ

(
stκ,a

t
κ

)
,

· · · , argmax
at
K∈AK

Qµ
K

(
stK ,a

t
K

))
.

(20)

Proof: If malicious SD κ exists, it makes a nega-
tive contribution to the joint state-action value, we have
∂Qµ (̃st,{at

1,··· ,a
t
K})

∂Qµ
κ(stκ,a

t
κ)

< 0. Similar to (19), we have

Qµ
(
s̃t,at1, · · · , ȧtκ, · · · ,atK

)
>

Qµ

(
s̃t, argmax

at
1∈At

1

Qµ
1

(
st1,a

t
1

)
, · · · , argmax

at
κ∈At

κ

Qµ
κ

(
stκ,a

t
κ

)
· · · , argmax

at
K∈At

K

Qµ
K

(
stK ,a

t
K

))
.

(21)
According to (15) and (21), Corollary 1 is obtained.

Overall, the deployment of the modified MADDPG enables
SDs to make intelligent service exchange decisions that benefit
all cooperators. These service exchanges are verified and
recorded by the DAG-based blockchain, and then issued with
trustworthiness weight. Importantly, the key junction between
the DAG-based blockchain and the modified MADDPG lies in
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Fig. 4: Workflow of BIO-SD scheme.

that the DAG-based blockchain serves as a guide for the SDs
to collectively train local models with trustworthy cooperators
and achieve coevolution. This coevolution allows for updating
robust and high-quality policies and making wiser decisions,
even in the face of malicious attacks.

VI. WORKFLOW OF BIO-SD SCHEME

As shown in Fig. 4, the BIO-SD scheme is composed of four
processes: 1) initialization, 2) service exchange, 3) transaction
verification and recording, and 4) policy updating.

A. Initialization

In the beginning, some pre-defined SDs start the SC par-
ticipation verification process, as shown in Fig. 4. Then,
other SDs send their information, like location, radio type,
power supply type, network condition, etc., to the pre-defined
SDs and request participation via signaling exchange. Sub-
sequently, the SDs that meet the minimum requirements for
service exchanges will receive the initialization information
to participate in the DRL and blockchain systems. The BIO-
SD initialization information includes the modified MADDPG
local model structure, DAG-based blockchain transaction gen-
eration principle, reward calculation function, etc. Although
the same information is shared with every SD, the training
information (such as observations and rewards) generated by
different SDs is distinct, leading to varying policies for local
models in the modified MADDPG.

B. Trusted Service Exchange

First, SDs receive the network access requests from UEs
within their coverage via signaling. A known pilot signal
sequence with a tiny data size is sent with the request
and then the SDs can estimate the channel’s current state
by comparing the difference between received and known
sequences [22]. Then, SDs decide on service exchange actions

according to their individual policies and states. Subsequently,
the DAG consensus execution process starts, where SDs begin
to exchange services via the smart contract and cooperatively
provide diverse network access services for UEs according to
their service requirements, as shown in Fig. 4.

C. Transaction Verification

By using a gossip algorithm, several SDs broadcast their
service exchange records as genesis tips to others. After
that, verifier SDs can validate the old tips or unconfirmed
transactions and broadcast their own tips until the heaviest
chain selection stage starts. In the end, only the heaviest chain
should be reserved while others are deleted as per the heaviest
chain rule.

D. Policy Update

First, the cumulative weight of an SD is calculated based on
its validated transactions’ trustworthiness weights. Then, SDs
obtain partial corresponding observations from their symbiotic
cooperators along with their own observations. Meanwhile,
SDs use the reward calculation function to access their action
reward based on service quality benchmarks including required
latency, required transmission rate, actual latency, and actual
transmission rate. Next, training information like action, state,
reward, and the next state of SDs and their cooperators is
fetched via signaling exchange. SDs pack and store the
training information into their replay buffer. Finally, SDs begin
to cooperatively train and update their learning models by
using individual and cooperator training information from the
replay buffer, as indicated in Fig. 4. Once model convergence
is achieved in the policy update process, there is no need
for continuous model updates. SDs can effectively utilize pre-
trained models to make real-time decisions regarding service
exchanges.
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VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we conduct simulations to evaluate the
performance of our proposed BIO-SD scheme. To make the
simulation results more convincing, we consider a practical
network scenario, i.e., a space-air-ground integrated network
(SAGIN).

A. Simulation Settings

The simulation environment is designed based on a typical
SAGIN environment [4], where 8 static base stations (BSs),
6 moving unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and 3 low Earth
orbits (LEOs) are deployed as SDs to provide services for 150
to 350 UEs. The LEOs are positioned within an orbit of 400
km above the Earth’s surface, travel at a speed of 7.35 km/s,
and their orbital period is set to 105 minutes [23]. Meanwhile,
the UAVs operate at an altitude of 5 km, with a moving speed
of 20 m/s and an angle of 180 degrees [23]. Additionally, the
coverage radius of each ground BS is set to 200 m [24]. For
channel models, a BS, a UAV, and an LEO are able to provide
service with the downlink bandwidth of 20MHz, 20MHz,
and 250 MHz, respectively. To simplify the service exchange
problem, in this typical environment, the Doppler shift and
short channel coherence time are not considered, while specific
path loss coefficients are assigned to different links. The link
between the BS/UAV and the receiver is characterized by a
path loss coefficient of 3, and the link between the LEO and
the receiver is associated with a higher path loss coefficient of
4 [4]. The dynamic service requirement of each individual UE
is randomly generated within the transmission rate requirement
range [1, 100]Mbps, and the latency range [1, 100]ms.

In the MADDPG-based local model, both actor-network
and target actor-network have an input layer with 32 neurons
and an 8-neural output layer, as well as 2 hidden layers with
256 neurons. We employ ReLU as the activation function
between the input layer and the two hidden layers, and tanh
as the activation function between the second hidden layer and
the output layer. The critic-network and target critic-network
have the same settings as those in the actor-network except
that ReLU is used as the active function between the second
hidden layer and the output layer. The learning rates of the
actor-network and the critic-network are set as 2.5×10−5 and
2.5 × 10−4, respectively. The learning rate of both the target
actor-network and target critic-network is set to 0.001.

Moreover, for the blockchain system, all the SDs are respon-
sible for transaction generation and verification. An SD needs
to validate at least 2 previous transactions before generating
a new transaction. Each SD is assigned a unique ID as well
as a private/public key pair. Two arrays are assigned for the
local blockchain and transaction pool for each SD, which
are assumed to have ample storage. The global blockchain is
periodically updated, and all transactions in it can be accessed
by any SD.

In addition, the simulations consider three scenarios: a
normal scenario without any malicious SD, and two scenarios
involving malicious attacks. Specifically, malicious attack A
corresponds to an SD that ceases updating the local model
and service exchange, while malicious attack B corresponds to
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(a) Convergence performance under normal scenario.
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(b) Convergence performance under malicious attack
A.
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(c) Convergence performance under malicious attack B.

Fig. 5: Convergence performance for different schemes under
different scenarios. (Normal scenario: No malicious attack.
Malicious attack A: An SD ceases updating the local model
and service exchange. Malicious attack B: An SD generates
fraudulent transactions and intentionally shares counterfeit
policies.)

an SD that generates fraudulent transactions and intentionally
shares counterfeit policies.

B. BIO-SD Framework Performance Evaluation

In order to demonstrate the rationality of our proposed BIO-
SD scheme framework, we first compare the BIO-SD with the
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(a) Average transmission rate under normal
scenario.
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(b) Average transmission rate under malicious
attack A.
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(c) Average transmission rate under malicious
attack B.
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(d) Average latency under normal scenario.
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(e) Average latency under malicious attack A.
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(f) Average latency under malicious attack B.

Fig. 6: Service quality experienced by UEs for different schemes under different scenarios. (Normal scenario: No malicious
attack. Malicious attack A: An SD ceases updating the local model and service exchange. Malicious attack B: An SD generates
fraudulent transactions and intentionally shares counterfeit policies.)
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Fig. 7: Convergence performance for four DRL-based
schemes.

following three benchmarks 2.
1) Non-DAG scheme: This scheme is identical to BIO-SD,

except there is no DAG-based blockchain to secure a
trusted service exchange environment (Benchmark for
verifying the effectiveness of DAG-based blockchain).

2) Non-DRL scheme: It is similar to the BIO-SD scheme,
except that the DRL-based service exchange policy is
replaced by a heuristic algorithm-based conventional
method that gives priority to SDs with low demand ac-

2The performance evaluation of the learning approach will be explored
later.

cording to cumulative weights (Benchmark for verifying
the effectiveness of DRL).

3) Non-SC scheme: There is no symbiotic service exchange
in this benchmark, while resources are pre-allocated in
this benchmark according to the throughput requirements
of UEs in different SDs’ coverage (Benchmark for veri-
fying the effectiveness of SD).

We compare the reward convergence performance of the
BIO-SD scheme with the three benchmarks when serving 200
UEs under both non-attack and malicious attack situations.
These three benchmarks employ the same reward function as
the BIO-SD scheme. According to Fig. 5(a), under the non-
attack scenario, the reward of the BIO-SD and the non-DAG
scheme quickly converge to a value above 0.8 after 60 episodes
with a light vibration. Without the effective service exchange
assisted by DRL, the reward of the non-DRL scheme con-
verges to about 0.6 after 40 episodes and vibrates significantly,
which is because the conventional scheme cannot efficiently
and speedily adjust the policy over a high-dynamic network.
Moreover, Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c) evaluate the performance of
the four schemes under different malicious attacks. We observe
that the reward of the BIO-SD scheme converges to almost
the same value as that in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c), while the
reward for the non-DAG scheme reduces significantly in Fig.
5(b) and fails to converge in Fig. 5(c). This verifies that DAG-
empowered schemes can efficiently avoid fake transactions and
exclude malicious SDs from participating in service exchanges
and model training.
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(a) Box plot of average transmission rate.
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(c) Box plot of average latency.
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(d) Average latency under normal scenario.

Fig. 8: Service quality experienced by UEs for four different DRL-based schemes.

Then, we examine the average transmission rate and average
latency within 200 episodes provided by the four schemes
under different UE numbers. Both non-attack and malicious
attack scenarios are explored. It is observed that in Fig. 6(a) the
average transmission rate of the BIO-SD scheme and the non-
DAG scheme always outperform the other two non-intelligent
schemes, although the average transmission rate of all four
schemes decreases with the number of UEs. While comparing
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), we notice that the transmission rate of
the non-DAG scheme is about 2− 5Mbps lower than that of
the BIO-SD scheme under malicious attacks, due to the lack
of a trusted service exchange environment. Moreover, from
Fig. 6(c), it is more obvious that the non-DAG scheme cannot
provide a satisfying service as the BIO-SD scheme. Without
the trusted environment secured by the DAG-based blockchain,
the DRL policy updating and decision-making can be seriously
impacted. Similar results can be observed about the average
latency of the four schemes from Fig. 6(d), Fig. 6(e), and
Fig. 6(f) which further verify the effectiveness of introducing
blockchain and DRL.

C. Learning Approach Performance Evaluation in BIO-SD

In the following, to examine the performance of the learning
approach exploited in the BIO-SD, we compare it with the
following three DRL-based schemes, in which all parts except

for the learning approach are the same as in the BIO-SD
scheme.

1) A2C-based scheme: This benchmark exploits the vanilla
actor-critic (A2C) model [25] instead of DDPG, where
A2C local models are maintained by SDs independently
in a non-cooperative distributed training mode.

2) PPO-based scheme: This scheme uses proximal policy
optimization (PPO)-based local models [26] to replace
the DDPG-based local models, while the rest parts are
the same as BIO-SD, including the cooperative training
mode.

3) SAC-based scheme: It replaces the DDPG local model
with the soft actor-critic (SAC)-based learning model
[27] in local model training, where additional training
information from cooperator SDs is used as the input.

Fig. 7 compares the convergence of the reward for the four
schemes under the non-attack scenario with 200 UEs. We
observe that the BIO-SD outperforms the other three schemes
in terms of both convergence speed (within about 60 episodes)
and vibration in reward. This is because the BIO-SD avoids
conflicts of interest among SDs by using training information
from cooperator SDs to train local models. Additionally, the
modified MADDPG of the BIO-SD scheme selects accurate
actions according to a deterministic policy, which might reduce
the high variance in the gradient.
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Fig. 8(a) compares the average transmission rate of each
episode attained by the four schemes when serving 200 UEs
with dynamic service requests. The transmission rate require-
ment of each UE is independently and randomly generated in
each episode according to a normal distribution with a mean of
50Mbps. The interquartile range box in Fig. 8(a) represents
the distribution of the middle 50% of the transmission rate,
and the two whickers are the ranges for the bottom 25% and
the top 25%, while outliers denote the remaining tail data. Fig.
8(a) shows that the BIO-SD scheme has a narrow interquartile
box with the range of 46−47Mbps. Additionally, the BIO-SD
scheme’s whickers are the shortest with no outliers. Therefore,
it means that the BIO-SD always serves UEs on demand by
exchanging resources among SDs, thus providing the average
transmission rate of every episode close to the mean of the
required rate. Meanwhile, the average transmission rate in all
200 episodes under different UE numbers are evaluated in Fig.
8(b). Although the proposed BIO-SD does not significantly
improve the average transmission rate compared with the other
three schemes in Fig. 8(a), it shows an attractive stability
when satisfying different service requests, as demonstrated in
Fig. 8(c). Similar to Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(c) about average latency
in each episode of the four schemes verifies that the BIO-
SD scheme can stably maintain the desired average latency
when satisfying dynamic service requests. Meanwhile, Fig.
8(d) demonstrates the average latency in 200 episodes of the
BIO-SD, which outperforms the other three schemes with a
slight average latency reduction in the majority of scenarios.
The results further indicate that the modified MADDPG of the
proposed BIO-SD is effective and robust.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the BIO-SD scheme to effi-
ciently manage resources in a symbiotic ecosystem via secure
service exchange. A DAG-based blockchain is presented to
secure a trusted service exchange environment and a modified
MADDPG-based approach is developed to make optimal deci-
sions. Simulations are conducted in specific SAGIN network
scenarios with and without malicious nodes, where numer-
ical results demonstrate the robustness and service quality
improvement of our proposed BIO-SD scheme. In general, we
expect this work to be a pioneer for breaking the boundaries
of heterogeneous devices’ resources in symbiotic networks
through the interplay of DRL and blockchain.
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